
01:29:26 Harden Hayempour: BREAKING UP
01:30:01 Louise McGuire: Seems to be fine this side. Please try 
leaving and re-entering the meeting as a starting point.  Also check 
your audio settings, and your net.
01:30:20 Louise McGuire: Please send any technical issues directly to 
Louise McGuire. Thank you.
01:40:34 Ben Hamilton: Jai Guru Dev, and greetings to everyone.  My 
quality here in Los Angeles is fabulous.  ATT technicians have done a 
great job of restoration of connection.  We love technology and 
science that are properly directed!  My gratitude to all who help 
deliver this to each of us!  JGD!
01:44:55 Angelika Krause: JGD Thank you!
01:45:08 Louise McGuire: Part 1 is here: https://www.miu.edu/world-
peace-2022
01:46:24 leila gargouri: Hello everyone 
JGD 
Leïla de Tunisie
01:47:36 Judy White: However, would it be possible to include some 
of your religion and culture points?  That integration of world 
religions and cultures in togethereness is so much needed at thist 
time.
01:48:33 leila gargouri: Hello Paul
Greetings 
Leïla de Tunisie
01:49:16 Paul / Moderator: Judy White:   I’ll mention your 
request to Raja Peter as soon as it feels appropriate.    Paul / 
Moderator
01:51:33 David Carpenter: Humans are the most influential species on 
the planet, for better or worse.
01:53:25 Carole Capriotti-May: And yes -- Maharishi's talks and 
your contributions to the transcribing and teaching us of all these 
incredible aspirational thoughts and goals is indispensable 

🙏

01:53:58 Christopher Schonwalder: Does the sap contain the 
intellegence or the DNA?
01:54:51 Anne Melfi: Sap is consciousness. Intelligence is 
consciousness. DNA is consciousness.
01:57:51 Ben Hamilton: To me, DNA is an expression of the order of 
the universe that is contained and fueled by the SAP.  It is the 
Davata or process that unites object viewed and viewer, AS we know, 
DNA is itself changing and flexible.
01:58:21 Ulrike Selleck: I'm feeling such deep gratitude. Jai Guru Dev
01:58:22 Judy White: Dr. Nader is offering the world the paradigm 
that “Consciousness is all,” and this paradigm,  “the basis of all the 
differences” as Maharishi said in these points, contains all the 
organizing power needed to fulfill all of our desires.  When we ATTEND 
to this truth it makes it less obscure for ourselves AS A SPECIES.
02:01:06 Sergii Saranchuk:

🙏

 Jai Guru Dev
Appreciate much for this webinar

There is a quote that coincides with Maharishi knowledge  : “ in order 



to defeat your enemy you should kill the angriness in your enemy, and 
thus you will win naturally.

Question according this statement : how is it could be possible to 
kill the aggression and hate in somebody if he doesn’t want (or is not 
ready for it) to become friendly by himself? Weather is possible to 
change somebody without his will?
02:06:59 Sergii Saranchuk: How antidote to violence can be used 
on the stage of already appeared conflict of different points of view 
on how the life should be?
02:07:41 Annette Brellochs: I'm sorry but I have to leave. 
Thanks
02:08:45 Anneliese Stein: Dear Raja Peter, Your lectures and all these 
online Meetings are always like being on an Island of Peace and 
Invincibility as well. Jai Guru Dev for your Engagement for World 
Peace.
02:11:22 Judy White: “I have to do it,” said Maharishi,  and on 
Guru Purnima he said any ONE of us can set up a group to care for the 
whole world. Being “healthy, wealthy, and wise,” may we be the 
“security council of the world,” and “prevent the birth of an enemy.” 
Do we know a university that can put their students to be together to 
create a group? Prescriptions are there which can remedy any 
disorder.” As we listen we enliven all this on the level of intellect 
for our species, a very practical tool for everything “to be 
fulfilled” for all to “enjoy the right to enjoy.”
02:12:18 Louise McGuire: Parliament of World Peace: Trade, Commerce 
and Communication, March 1 2006 (60 min)
02:22:31 Ben Hamilton: I guess I spoke too soon about stable 1G 
connectivity as I am now experiencing very slow performance on my end.  
I will have to review this lesson.
02:27:03 jane ryals: @judywhite: sitting here on the Brahmasthan 
of America… come join our small group here…
02:30:08 jane ryals: googleearth:  Maharishi Central University 
for gps
02:32:00 jane ryals: search ON GOOGLE EARTH APP
02:32:48 jane ryals: 39:54:25N 98:42:21W
02:42:01 jane ryals: 350 acre certified organic farm + 14 peace  
palaces
02:43:14 Ulrike Selleck: Commerce, Trade, and Communication are most 
effective from the level of Unity, and Simplicity, where all 
limitations are transcended.
02:43:52 James. B Turner: I feel so grateful to be on this course. 
Thank you Rajah Peter
02:44:19 James. B Turner: Maharishi reciting the Richo Akshare Verse is 
worth the whole course fee!
02:44:23 Janet: Living as simplicity and truthfulness is living the 
nature of pure consciousness and is the basis of all interaction for 
every level of consciousness.
02:44:25 Kestutis Adamonis: Simplicity
02:44:33 Brenda Neer: Yes, thank you for this course, Raja Dr. 



Peter.
02:44:36 Florence Bhose-Lafon: With Transcendental Consciousness, 
an impulse here is an impulse everywhere
02:44:43 wayne foster: All the laws of nature are contained in the 
dynamism of the collapsing of infinity to the point through the eight 
somersaults.  

When two communicating together come to a point of agreement it is the 
unity element. The unity element, the coming together of differences, 
is the fulfillment of trade, commerce and communication.
02:44:47 Judy Flynn: Unity is a circle
02:44:48 Carole Capriotti-May: The "pathless path"
02:44:50 Kim Derby: The most important value of learning is Unity 
Consciousness.
02:44:55 Antonin Mireault-Plante: Agreeing is many made one in a 
point. The form of agreeing is Brahm.
02:45:08 Mark Goodrich: Human being is a cosmic computer
02:45:13 Mary Ellen Araas-Wright: One word expresses the nature of 
these three fields (Commerce, Trade and Communication) … UNITY.
02:45:13 Alena Citterbergova: Unity, Simplicity is important for 
achieving goal.
02:45:17 Terry Laird: Communication is successful when two 
differing viewpoint unite at a common point. In any transaction 
simplicity is key not complicatedness.
02:45:17 Sharon Long: Simple means truth and truthfulness is the 
basis of all fields including Trade, Commerce and Communication.
02:45:20 Darlyne Engelman: Unity means coming together of 
differences. Unity is prominent. Any field of communication…when one 
and the two don’t remain two then the communication is realized.
02:45:21 Susi Halley: Two become one in any successful transaction.  
UC is living this reality.
02:45:23 Amy Heebner: Truthfulness is the basis of success in 
trade, commerce and communication.
02:45:30 Ben Hamilton: In the simplest form the collaps from 
infinity to the point is verification and validation of Transcendental 
Consciousness.
02:45:40 Scott Finlayson: It is not logic, but simplicity that s best.  
Complexity does not work as well.
02:45:48 Maggie Vancik: The fulfillment of communication occurs when 
the two find the Yes and land on this one point, a point of unity.
02:45:49 Regina Stehle: In unity consciousness lies the fulfillment 
of trade, commerce and communication. All training has to go to this 
goal.
02:45:59 Alena Citterbergova: On one verse Richo Akshare all 
knowledge is contained.
02:46:06 Lisa Moseley: Communication commerce and trade exist on a 
superfluid level of unity consciousness —where the Self of everything 
is perceived at all times.
02:46:07 Suzanne Vesely: Training the people in Technology, Commerce 
and Communication is all right--but the essential training is in Unity 



Consciousness. The characteristic of Unity Consciousness is that an 
impulse here is an impulse everywhere.
02:46:16 Catherine Berude: The success of all coming-
togetherness (such as trace, commerce and communication) is on the 
basis of actual unity consciousness.   Not the intellectual, or the 
spoken words unless they come straight from unity and truth, but the 
actual unity consciousness, where an impulse anywhere is an impulse 
everywhere, and the deal is done before it begins.
02:46:19 Jennifer Mills: As we evolve to higher states of 
consciousness, the universe will react to our bliss and peace will 
pervade with accordance to our self referral.
02:46:26 Patricia Nelson: She/he who does not know Veda, what can 
verses do for them ? Access Transcendent.
02:46:28 Cathy V Mascoll: Greetings Everyone  ! Thank you Raja Peter 
li. This is so very enlightening / informative in so many different 
aspects. Namaste  Jai Gur Dev.
02:46:34 Kim Derby: Unity = Circle Jai Guru Dev
02:46:38 Sharon Long: It's the nature of infinity to have the 
dynamism of its collapse to its point.
02:46:40 Diane Wetherill: There is nothing as profound as hearing 
Maharishi talking from such a deeply simple level of Unity. Wow! This 
has really brought me back to deep peace. I was using Worry Free aroma 
today to help and this talk sealed the deal.

🥰 👩🎨

Diane Wetherill from 
Philadelphia Pa
02:46:41 Anne Melfi: As a copywriter and scholar, I have learned 
the truth of what Maharishi said: that it is not in the logic and 
references to this theory or that or in complications that the 
communication and trade is a success; rather, it is in simplicity, 
truthfulness, just showing that this is what the object is, and, most 
importantly, connectedness between the buyer and seller of the idea or 
object--unity.
02:46:43 Alena Citterbergova: Infinity, when though infinity, it 
collapses to the point.
02:46:44 sermet kabasakal: Transcendence is the basis and 
essence of everything such as trade, commerce and communication.
02:46:54 Annie Flint: With the practice of TM the physiology 
becomes habituated to function in that style where the total Natural 
Law in sequence collapses from its infinite value to its point value.
02:47:04 judy white: The characteristic of UC is an impulse here 
is an impulse everywhere, the goal is there in the beginning point.
THIS SOUNDS LIKE WHY OUR COURSE IS VALUABLE.  An impulse from the 
unity of this group of necessity must bless our world.  Jai Guru Dev
02:47:16 David Jaquish: In Unity consciousness, the goal or end point 
is there in the beginning of knowledge and action. An impulse in Unity 
is an impulse everywhere.
02:47:20 Gottfried Vollmer: In commerce the underlying unity is 
more important than the indvidual interests, unity makes every deal 
successful, both sides feel emotional uplifted and satisfied
02:47:23 Anita Donnelly: Frictionless flow ….. the end goal is there 
in the beginning ….. simple, true and uncomplicated



02:47:23 Carole Capriotti-May: Agreeing is HUGE!  I continue to 
link what I have seen of the pioneer physicist, David Bohm, to these 
words especially about infinity and the "collapsing to a point and 
then repeating" etc.  Your way, Raja Peter, of sharing and teaching us 
is sooooooo good!!
02:47:24 Alena Citterbergova: In collapse there are 8 somersaults, 
from A to I etc.
02:47:25 Marcia Lewis: What he says about taking up this “duty” to 
create universities and colleges and schools to honor the light within 
all of us—the light of God to create universal peace, not “suicidal” 
war that sacrifices our youth in the world!
02:47:29 Hannelore and Reinhart Schettler: Characteristics of Unity 
Consciousness is: one impulse here is an impulse everywhere.
02:47:33 Catherine Berude: In unity consciousness, unity is 
prominent.   Diversity exists, there are two traders, but they are one 
in fact, and in unity consciousness, known as such.
02:47:38 Ronald Stechert: Once again, Maharishi takes us by the hand 
and leads to the Infinite, while delving into the topic at hand. So 
simply and clearly, and logically he leads us from infinity to the 
point of infinity,,by 8 circles, 8 steps of progression, which we can 
experience with TM and the Sidhi program.
02:48:01 Alena Citterbergova: Natural Law is Will of God.
02:48:03 Stephen Weber: Most essential point of learning is Unity 
Consciousness
02:48:07 Ron Jordens: “A’ infinity collapsing to a point is the 
eternal characteristic quality of self referral transcendental 
consciousness
02:48:10 Terry Laird: our systems of communication are grand and 
impressive but better yet is communication at will.
02:48:44 lisa ashelman: All transactions come to one point, which is 
the collapse of infinity to a point of agreement, unity, all the laws 
of that transacting are transcended, in para.
02:49:10 Claudia Magill: AK is the whole reality of trade, commerce 
and communication. I choose this because I wish to understand it 
better.
02:49:19 Rosemarie Komossa: trade, commerce, communication: the 
most important value of learning in these three fields >>> a simple, 
perfect and pathless path to fulfill all areas (the infinite A to 
collapse AGNI etc.) –––> the supreme value of all three aspects is in 
transcendental consciousness = unity consciousness (the end is the 
beginning > circle)
02:49:40 Catherine Berude: is ‘communication at will’ 
telepathy?
02:54:58 Night Kiconco: Trade, commerce, and communication, all these 
are different aspects of life. All these together have to be lived in 
perfect order, so that law and order is never out of one’s basic 
reality. I love this thank you.
02:55:20 Ben Hamilton: I worked in this area for US Dept. of 
Commerce.  17 years.  Efficient trade based on earned trust, commerce 
based on MOU, and International Law.  Food.



02:57:32 Susi Halley: I wonder if the physics chart that was posted 
in course materials could be re-posted with higher resolution?  It 
would be wonderful to be able to read the text.  Thank you!
02:57:58 Warren West: Thank-you for the refresher! JGD. 

🕉 🙏

02:58:32 Louise McGuire: All information about the course is here: 
https://www.miu.edu/world-peace-2

You can book immediately using this link: https://fs17.formsite.com/
mumonline/wzmrl2gjrn/index.html
02:58:39 Louise McGuire: Maharishi Addresses the Parliament of World 
Peace on Communication, Law, Art, Culture and Religion, 
Administration, and Economy: Maharishi’s Two-Part Master Class on 
World Peace!

Course Dates and Times: This course consists of 12 classes, held on 
Tuesdays and Saturdays via Live Zoom, from Tuesday, July 19, 2022, 
through Saturday, September 3, at 1:30 – 3:00 pm US Central Time / 
20:30 - 22:00 CEST. (No class on Saturday, July 30, or Saturday, 
August 27.)
02:58:56 Louise McGuire: Course Fee:

$125 general course fee
$75 discounted course fee for full-time students, MIU/MSAE/MERU/MF 
staff & faculty, low-income retirees, and anyone adversely affected by 
the coronavirus pandemic
Some countries might have a discounted course fee of $35 or $65. To 
find out about your country, please check the list in the sign-up 
form.

Prerequisites: The only requirement for taking the course is a keen 
interest in creating a new world of peace and harmony.
02:59:04 Louise McGuire: You can book immediately using this link: 
https://fs17.formsite.com/mumonline/wzmrl2gjrn/index.html
02:59:10 Carole Capriotti-May: Touche!
02:59:37 Kim Derby: Thank You EVERYONE for your wonderful 
comments enlivening MMY's TK for all of us in class and in our world. 
Jai Guru Dev
03:00:30 MIU: https://miu.edu/world-peace-2
03:00:37 Kestutis Adamonis: Thank you for the session!
03:00:37 Louise McGuire: https://www.miu.edu/world-peace-2
03:00:41 MIU: Or https://ce.miu.edu
03:00:50 Rosemarie Komossa: Thank you Paul, Mary, Louisa!  

🥰

03:01:23 Regina Stehle: Again this was a wonderful experience - 
especially in the presence of such a big group. Thanks to all 
organizers and all participants. JGD
03:02:52 Carole Capriotti-May: I have to go for now.   Thank you!  
JGD
03:22:58 David Carpenter: Catherine: “People suffer because they do not 
know how to create by thought alone.”—Maharishi.  This would include 
communication, I presume.



03:23:48 Catherine Berude: David, I guess it's unity when one 
feels the good heart of the other…
03:24:18 Christy Kleinschnitz: thank you for this beautiful and 
timely course!!!
03:24:20 Louise McGuire: All information about the course is here: 
https://www.miu.edu/world-peace-2
03:24:22 Kim Derby: Eternal THANKS Raja Peter, Mary, Paul, and 
Louisa for offering this wonderful course of MMY's Total Knowledge! 
BLISS! Jai Guru Dev
03:24:39 Diane Wetherill: Jai Guru Dev!

👏 🙏 👩🎨 😊

03:24:43 sermet kabasakal: Thanks very much. Jai Guru Dev.
03:24:45 Jill Lashley: Thank you Raja Peter, Mary, and Louisa. I so 
much enjoyed the deep meditation with our beautiful group today. Jai 
Guru Dev
03:24:47 Shirley Boncheff: Thank you Raja Peter, Jai Guru Dev
03:24:48 judy white: K of these fields, completely available in UC

(Getting to UC means we’re most useful for fulfilling TCC, I feel this 
course directly helps us to unfold UC in the human species, of the 
knower, the trader, the man of commerce, the man of communication)
03:24:55 Cathy V Mascoll: Thank yiu !
03:24:59 Anita Donnelly: Thank you
03:25:04 David Carpenter: Catherine: Absolutely!
03:25:07 Lon McCarley: Mind the gap.
03:25:09 Cathy V Mascoll: Namaste. JGD.
03:25:17 Andrzej Michalowski: Jai Guru Dev from Poland
03:25:32 Anh-Kiêt Mé Mougamadou: Merci beaucoup Jai Guru Dev
03:25:36 David Carpenter: “Mind the gap”! Need to explain to non-UK’er, 
that...
03:25:36 Alena Citterbergova: Thank you dear Raja Peter! 

❤ ❤ ❤

03:25:44 Darya Petrova: Thank you all of you! J. G. D!
03:25:45 Susi Halley: Thank you to everyone and Jai Guru Dev!
03:25:48 Jaelle Dragomir: Jai Guru Dev... peace to all
03:25:58 Antonin Mireault-Plante: Wonderful course, thank you, jai 
guru dev.
03:26:01 Terry Laird: Thank you! I always feel so enlivened after 
these classes!
03:26:02 David Carpenter: Jai Guru Dev.
03:26:05 Patricia Miller Hancock: Thank you.


